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The famous German typeface designer, Hannes von Dhren (HVD Fonts) has created the Reklame Script font family in 2014. The family consists of 4 weights plus a special free demo version. Thisbrush type family is mainly inspiredby vintage handletterings of printed advertisements
fromthe 1940s and 1950s.All fourweights can be easily combined in order to achieve a natural and diverse look. Reklame Script is a display font family that workspretty well for the use inheadlinesand stylishposter designs. This typeface was designed forprofessional typography. The

OpenType version of the Reklame Script font family has an extended character set to support all common Central, Eastern, and Western European languages. In addition, the fonts are also equipped with double-letter ligatures to prevent repetition. You can download theReklame
Script typeface as web font and desktop version. The case of HBO Europes The Sleepers indicates that the production of TV dramas by international SVOD services can lead to transnationalisation of authorship, script writing or even clearly transnational stories (Bondebjerg 2016, 5),

but does not necessarily presuppose the production and circulation of narratives supporting the idea of an integrated Europe. These dramas, however, enrich cultural memory by drawing attention to the broader, international context of local historical events, which is often neglected
in national narratives about the past. The first font is based on the classical Geometric Shapes. It was designed by German designer Hannes von Dhren in 2010. The Script Grotesk is a geometric family inspired by the early print types of the 1800s. Reklame Script Grotesk offers

classic sans serif designs. Stylistically, it’s an attractive sans serif with just enough flair to draw attention.
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In terms of style, Reklame Script is a very clever, yet still simple and
elegant font. Its characteristic features include alternates, stylistic sets,
ligatures, tabs and alternative characters. There is nothing overstuffed
or bloated about this typeface. It’s as lean as a string quartet. Demente
is a literary typeface designed to show its clients’ documents a beautiful

and often-overlooked side – the aesthetic. Its original goal was to
elevate the daily writing work from the mundane into the more poetic.

So far, it accomplished that goal, but not necessarily in a way that
initially intended – Demente can be fitted into any context and, thanks
to its lightness and elegant balance, designed to be used in any kind of

text. All letters have been hand-drawn. Maven includes over 1,500
glyphs, including many stylistic characters, to set the typeface apart
from the others. Reklame Script Full Version 138 Reklame Script is a

hand drawn, literature-inspired display typeface. The goal of the
production was to make a commercial typeface that was stylistically
elegant and yet could be used in a variety of settings – small sizes,

large headlines, long strings of text, on professional and literary
documents, and more. What do you get when you combine a tough,

modern face with a beautiful humanistic script? You get Pace, an
editorial style typeface with a broad smile and a fondness for printed
ephemera. Pace can be used for headlines, body text, ads, and much

more. A typeface that is a timeless, thought-provoking marriage of serif
and sans serif letterforms. Pace is ideal for headlines, ads, body text

and a variety of commercial print. 5ec8ef588b
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